
Subject: Randy Jackson’s secret to losing 100 pounds fast

Preview text: How I went from 358 pounds and diabetic to lean and full of life

Hi ____, Randy Jackson here!

Almost 20 years ago, I was 358 pounds and diagnosed with type 2 diabetes.

I was a judge on American Idol at the time, and when I gave contestants the hard truth about
their futures in show business, they’d make all sorts of comments about my weight.

With the thick skin of a seasoned musician, I always shrugged it off.

But deep down, I knew it was bad.

I just wasn’t ready to face my own hard truth—that my health was in freefall.

My wake-up call finally came after my doctor handed me the diagnosis.

I immediately scrambled to find a solution to let me quickly reclaim my health—and my life.

I tried surgery first, and it worked initially. But without changing this one thing, the weight
inevitably came back.

What I learned next was something so life-changing, so indescribably exciting, that I founded
this company to give everyone the opportunity to experience it for themselves.

It’s a simple trick that seemed too good to be true. Yet, it’s scientifically backed and proven to
work.

After incorporating this secret into my life, the weight began melting right off my body.

Over 100 pounds—gone in months!

Now it’s your turn!
As a Unify Labs member, you don’t need to walk down the same hundred dead ends I did.

Instead, you now get exclusive access to my findings, which will allow you to manifest
unstoppable changes to your health, and set in motion a chance at a life you feel good about
living.

So, if you want to learn about what really caused my obesity…



And the simple solution that transformed my life…

I will explain everything in this video.

And then I’ll go another step further.

In the emails you’ll receive over the coming weeks and months, I’ll be personally sending:

● Mouthwatering recipes explicitly designed to reduce cravings, promote weight
management, and support a healthy gut.

● Tips, tricks, and breakthrough techniques that I use to “hack” my health and live a
fulfilling and nourishing life every day.

● Cutting-edge scientific research and medical news covering the latest industry insights
into how you can stimulate healthier and longer-lasting lifestyle changes.

● Members-only deals and discounts for the many revolutionary products lining the
shelves of Unify Health Lab’s online wellness shop.

The video I mentioned above, which will let you in on a fundamental biological fact unknown to
too many Americans, is the jumpstart I wish I had when I was still 358 pounds.

I am honored to share my shortcut to wellness with you, and I can’t wait to celebrate your
success.

To your good health,

Randy Jackson
Founder, Unify Health Labs

P.S. Don’t hesitate to reply to this email with anything on your mind—questions, concerns,
reviews, and personal stories are all welcome!

https://yourhealthygut.com/191126A.php?n=email
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